INTRODUCTION
muhamma.ban coins as a rule exhibit nothing beyond the Muham-madan profession, of faith, the name and conventional titles of the ruler, the date, and the name of the mint. These issues cannot vie with such coins as those of the ancient Greeks in the appeal they make to collectors and to those of artistic and antiquarian taste. Being what they are, they cannot give us the portraits of the rulers who issued them, nor are they ornamented with realistic pleasing designs. On the other hand, they are invaluable adjuncts to historical study, and Muhammadan history is peculiarly susceptible to illustration and rectification from numismatic sources. The value of the evidence inscribed on these contemporary documents in metal is greatly enhanced by the exaggerated hnporuiue^ attached by the T\Irilj«'i:v.7y:;uTaiis to that department of the conventional regal functions involved in the right to coin, c Among these peoples, the recitation of the public prayer in the name of the aspirant to the throne, associated with the issue of money bearing his superscription, was unhesitatingly received as the overt act of accession. Unquestionably, in the state of civilization here obtaining, the production and facile dispersion of a new royal device was singularly w<;ll adapted to make manifest to the comprehension of all classes the immediate change in the supreme ruling power. In places where men did not print, these stamped moneys obtruding into every Irijtsar constituted the most effective manifestoes and proclamations human ingenuity* could have devised; readily multiplied, they were individually the easiest and most naturally transported of all official documents, „ . . On the occasion of new conquests, the reigning Sultan's titles were ostentatiously paraded on the local money, ordinarily in the language and alphabet of the indigenous races, to secure the more effective announcement of the fact that they themselves had passed under the sway of an alien suzerain/,1
That branch of Muhammadan numismatics comprising the isbugs of the Mughal Emperors of India, conforms to the general rule with a few rare exceptions under those unorthodox monarehs Akbar and Jahangir. On the other hand, a high level of artistic achievement is attained by means of the decorative adaptivity of the Persian script, combined with pleasing geometrical and floral designs. The
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